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Handling Your Dog in Awesome
Style, Part 3: Fundamental Skills
This month we learn about the
foundation training that is part of this
system. The skills are trained on the
flat, without a jump, and include heel
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sends. By Linda Mecklenburg
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There growing evidence which
suggests certain supplements can
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supplements are safe and effective for
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While many competitors dream of earning
titles, animal shelters continue to house dogs
that were relinquished because they are too
energetic, too smart, or too busy for most pet
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prospects. This month meet Sydney.
By Lisa Barrett
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excited and ready to go.
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Editorializing: The Excuse
In our efforts to reinforce drive we often accept
rude, spazzy, and just plain “wrong” behaviors
from our dogs. At the same time, we fail to
encourage calm and relaxation out of fear that
it might lessen drive. By Amy Hanridge
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